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It was by chance, apparently, that the first work of a £!!ysicist 
on the subject of magnetobiology was related to blood (Mulay /_l/ names 
Faraday as the founder of biomagnetism or magnetobiology, for it was 
Faraday who in 1845 discovered the diamagnetic properties of dry blood 
hemoglobin and decided to experiment with fresh live blood). It was 
not by chance, however, that the discovery of the effect of a magnetic 
field on blood served as an impetus for the development of a consider
able number of works concerned with the sphere of biophysics. 

There are a number of trends common to the investigations in 
which the biomagnetic effects are explained from the point of view of 
physics. One of these trends is represented by Mogendovich and his co
workers L2-1/, who have undertaken to explain the retardation of the 
erythrocyte sedimentation reaction (ROE) in a magnetic field by the 
theory that erythrocytes acquire a circular movement 'i\;--hich · is ,counter 
to Earth's gravity, a theory based on the Einstein-deGaaz work concern
ing·the magnetomechanical effect. Analogous results were obtained also 
in the study of the sedimentation of coagulates' suspended particles: 
rot&tion in a constant.magnetic field uith a similar magnetomeche.nical 
effect /8/. Such conclusions were drawn on the basis of investigations 
conducted only in vitro. 

Experiments in vivo, however, (with a rabbit~in a·magnetic_field 
with a strength of 800 e) also eatablished a retardation of ROE f.1/. 
These investigations provided a basi.s for .the claim that there are form
ative elements in a magnetic field, such as phase particles in ,a col
loidal system (blood) with a·dual layer of electrons, which are forcing 
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1 a change in relative orientation. In _this manner, the colloidal struc-
ture of the blood is altered. 

Had such explanations of· the effec0t'· of a magnetic field on ROE 
been ·•in agreement with reality, lineal dependence between the s !reng_!h 
of the fi~ld and the ROE could be expected. Successive works Lll-1~/, 
However, failed to confirm such dependence. Moreover, in identical 
changes of the strength of a magnetic field, the ROE might remain un
changed, or even be accelerated. 

Antonov and Plekhanov Lli/, having worked out que.l itat ive values, 
proved the unsoundness of the attempt to explain the rotating movement 
of erythrocytes and other particles as being due to the vortical charac
ter of rotation, or the Einstein-deGaaz effect. In a magnetic field 
with a strength of 1,000 e, erythrocytes in a medium deprived of resil
ience may attain• a rotating rate of 0.01 revolutions an hour 2 • 

The theoretical models of Neurath /17, 187 fully agree with the 
work of Antonov and Plekhanov. Even in a-uniform magnetic field with a 
strength of 300,000 e, erithrocyte rotation will not exceed 68 degrees 
a minute. The author arrives at this concl~sion by calculating the dis
tribution of falcate erythrocytes when in. a magnetic field. Each hemo
gl,ibin ,:iecule (and there are close to 105 of them in each cell) ha$ to 
carry 10 electron charges. Thus, an erythrocyte with a surface of 
about 10-6 square centimeters may carry 200 electron charges per square 
Angstrom of surface. So significant are such values that the Lorentz 
force as the cause of their dis_tribution may be rejected. 

An in!_e!.esting explanation of biomagnetlc phenomena is suggested 
by Dorfman L12/. The effect of a magnetic field on dia- or weak para
magnetic molecules with a molecular weight of the or~er of several mil
lion and higher may induce a 100 percent orientation along and across. 
the direction of the magnetic field. The resiliency of the fluid usu
ally influences the time of alignment. The scientist maintains that 
r,mch 1.1lmoat continuous orientation of the dlssolved molecules must 
affect the kinetics of the appropriate chemical reactions. Uniform 
ma6netic fields, for instance, must exert a strong effect on biochemical 
proces&es linked with the appearance of helical deol:yribonucleic and 
ribonucleic acids. 

l . 'i'iH! orientation of separate erythrocytes in a magnetic field has been 
factually established [f.Q7. 

2 Since the publication of this .1.rticle. attempts have been to explain 
the effect of magnetic storms on people as being_d~e to the rotation 
A the liquid-crystalline components of tissue L lE._/. 
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Dorfman maintains that the orientation of macromolecules i.s de
termined by their ability to penetrate membranes. In nonuniform f.ields, 
the diamagnetic molec~les are forced out of position by the greater 
strength of the magnetic ,field, witli. ·a;-;force proportional to the aver
age (over the directionals), with a single mole<:;ule receptivity of 
field strength H, and its gradient alphaH/alphaX along direction X, 
thus providing considerable gradient concentrations. This process, in 
cases of anisotropic macromolecules, may be accompanied by an alignment 
of particles~ Local .disturbanc~s of the concentrations exert a consid
erable effect on the course of physicochemicel and biochemical processes 
in biological systems. 

· The above cited considerations pertain to strong magnetic fields 
in the order of 104 e. But a considerable number of the noted effects 
are·link with artificial fields of considerably lesser strength and 
even with weak geomagnetic fields. This does not contradict Dorfman's 
hypothesis, inasmuch as he is speaking of dia- and weak paramagnetic 
molecules, and we already are aware of the presence of paramagneJ:_ic (a!\d 
even pseudoferromagnetic) macromolecules in biological objects {20-21_/. 
Besides that, there are in biological objects free paramagnetic radicals,. 
natural quinones in particular, which enter into the· composition of the 
assemblies of respiratory enzymes and serve as electron vectors. These 
phenomena play an important role in many of..,the physicochemical pro
cesses and in the metabolism of substances.J 

One of.the hypotheses regarding the biological action of a mag
netic field ass~mes t~at the field diminishes the reactive capacity of 
free radicals {27, 2~/ •. 

The measurement of biological fluids obtained from heal thy and 
ill people on "Gui" magnetic instruments /29/ established a low spe
cific receptivity for spinal cord fluid. -This suggested to the re
searches the idea that.spinal cord fluid, being magnetically least re
ceptive, in addition to performing mechanical and trophic functions, 
serves also to protect the paramagnetic brain from.harmful.factors of 
the cosmic environment, while the.diminished specific magnetic: recep
t ivi,ty of blood serums from ill persons is due to the organism's re
act ion to an increase in the number of free radicals caused by some 
pathological process. 

It is possible to agree with the authors [30-3'}_/ who maintain 
that the spatial orientation of paramagnetic biopolymers may have a 
decisive effect on biological activity. 

3 Experiments in which the "EPR" method was used {24-2!:!_/ helped in the 
investigation of the nature of free radicals in biological systems. 
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On the basis of model experiments conducted by Gak /3'., 35/, it 

ia possible to assume that under the influence of a constaut magnetic 

field and as a result o(·the,·irregular current which develops because 

of the ionic imbalance of inorganic substances and protein molecules, 

compulsory circulation develops in the cell. In app~ying these model 

concepts to real protoplasm» it is"necessary to establish the degree of. 

resilience of the latter, which regretfully was not done by the authors. 

. . Unsound also is the attempt to explain the mechanics of the bio

logical effect of a magnetic Ueld as due to magnetohydromechanical . 

forces which under normal condi,tions play only a corrective rolj in in

tracellular processes. The Hartman number (in the order of 10- ) for_ 

live cells is so insignificant that it excludes the po$sibili.ty of the 

development of t_hese phenomena i.n protoplasm because of induct i.ve elec• . 

tric currents. L36, 3[i. · 

Some authors advance the thought that all biomagnetic phenomena 

can be explained by changes in the permeability of biological membranes, 

particularly since _these changes are actually ob§_erve~ in physiological 

investigations conducted on plants and animals L38-4!/. One of the hy

potheses concerning the effect of a magnetic field on the diffusion 

rate of dissociated salts endeavors to explain this effect as due to 

the inhibitory action of the field on the rate of cellular growth /42/. 

Thi!. hypothesis to a certain degree concurs with Lazarev's concepts

L4J/ concerning the accumulation of ions alongside semipermeable mem

branes which alter with the change of the magnetic field, and seems to 

be confirmed by experiments in which the membraneous potential of an 

individual cell isolated from the nervous ganglia of a mollusk, leech 

/447, and algae /45, 46/ is diminished un_der the i.nfluence of a con

stant magnetic field, -The electric fields which develop in the cell 

serve to excite the active transport mechanism. Calc'ulations indicate· 

. that cellular dynamics from a charged cytoplasm undergo con.siderable · 

. changes.in a magnetic field of the order of 105 e. It is unclear, how

ever1 to tell the truth, what the automatic mechaniam is i-n a field of 

lesser strength, 

Hence the thought that cellular nuclei of deoxyribonucleic acid 

differ h1 certain pr~p_£rtles from those which characterize semiconduc

to;:s. Dem 1 yanenko /47/, who .as a result of an experiment in which, · 

instead of a differ;n~e in the potentials of an investigated solid body 

(:: .d.1. 1 s effect), noted a difference in the intensity of the luminescent 

lit;ht i'.:1 leukocyte nuclei, agreed _with this hypothesis. Detect ion of 

,the mechanics of the effect of a magnetic field on cellular activity 

,"!.imilar to the Hall effect is anticipated also by other researchers, 

who base their conclusions on e~periments in which the thermal resis

ts:11..1ce of eggs of different gen-e:d.c forms of the silkworm was, elevated 

1_1:i'.§.7. 
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The negative effect of a current of.the order of 10 alpha when 

passed t!!r~ugh the embryo of a seed was establlshed by Khvelid.ze and 
others L 4'}_/, who assuine the. existence of a semiconductor r-n passage in 

the enzymic stratum ~.~~:ween. the empcyo ,f!pJ endosperm of the seed, with 
the result that a tunnel effect is developed. 

True, Neurath [ill maintains that there are not sufficient data 
permitting application of the Hall effect equation to bi..ological conduc

tors. His theoretical calculations indicated that the generated ERS is 
also considerably lower than the excitability threshold of a nerve fiber. 

A similar conclusion was drawn by Solovyov {50, 5.17 on the basis 
· of his own investigations, in the cours.e of which phosphene developed 
under the influence of an impulsi.ve magnetic field of the. ~rder of 

threshold values when· the value of ERS was not determined,~ The direct 

effect of a magnetic field on muscular fatigue not dependent on the -
generation of ERS has been confirmed also bJ:7 our experiments {s·2, 51/. 

It could be assumed that a magnetic field not only induces ERS, 
but also .reduces the threshold of excitability at which currents that 
normally do not devefop under normal conditions are' initiated. Experi
ments, however, indicate LSi/ that a constant m.sgnetic field with a 
strength of 10,000 e does not alter the excitability threshold of a 
solitary myelin of a frog's nerve fiber measured to an_aE_curacy of up 
to +1%. This ia not disputed by other investigators .[5?_/, 

Presman £56-5'}_/ regards the mechanism of 'the effect of a m3gneti.c 

field on a biological object from completely different positi.ons •. He 
supports the hypothesis according to which deoxyribonucleic acid is the 

generator of radio _frequency signals, ribonucleic acid strengthens the 
signal, while the enzymes and. amino acids execute the signals which are 
coded in different parts of the spectrum. The cellular membrane serves 
as a noise filter. Presman assumes that the unclarified character of 
some of the selected interactions between cell3 an<l macromolecules in 
the living organism (eni~e-substrate, antigen-antibody, anif others) is 
due to the EMP of a specific frequency. The magnetobiological effect 
depends, not on the value of the energy introduced into the biological 
system, but on the introduced information, which causes· a redistribu-
tion or energy in.the system itself. · 

Liventsev [f,Qi maintains that a quantum energy absorbed by a 
molecule serves to arouse in the molecule a state of excitation .which 
may terminate either' in a thermal effect b:om coll is ion with ,mother 

4 Solovyov advocates bioma~ .. iletic investigations at the level of the 
whole organism. 
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nonexcited molecule, or in restructuring of atomic groups within the 

molecule. Such restructuring is at the ba,sis of the nonthermal effect 

of radiation. In Preama;• s model, the'-r~diated quantum energy needs to 

be replaced by information which is introduced into the biological ob

ject while the executing mechanisms remain the functions of·the cell. 

The idea that all reactions to EMP characteristic of living or~ 

ganisms are linked with certain biological systems formed in the process 

of evolution for the reception of information .fir£;11 the external environ

men~ are confirmed by the words of Shcherbak /61/. "Tlu~ or.ganism, be

ginning with the primary stages of ontogenetic and phylogeneti.c develop

ment, inevitably had to adapt itself. to the external envkonment • tha.t 
is, strictly speaking, to the effect of different types of energy on 

the organism and to energy exchange, for otherwise. life woutd be impos

sible; this process of adaptation is a most important biological fact, 

that is, a fact which makes possible a working hypothesis of c;ellul.ar 

and tissue resonance." 

It is possible, as is assumed by J. Bar.nothy /62/, that a magne-

.tic field, in affecting elementary magnets, ciistributes th,~m in highly, 

specific and strategic points, while .the strengthening mechanism either 
augments or diminishes the changes to visible dimensions. M. Barnothy 

j_63, 6!}_! assumes that the mechanism of this effect is as follows·: ex

ternal magriatic fields change the energy levels of nucleotide bases 

and thereby affect the potential difference between the minimums of two 

dips and the height of the potential barrier between them. This changes 

the probability of the proton in the deeper dip rising to a .level at 

. which tunneling may becmae possible. Thus,: a magnetic field may dim~ 

iniish or increase the number of errors in the code, ll.nd that means also 

t:he number of spontaneous mutations. This hypothesis has been· con
firmed also in the model experiments conducted by Str.ekova and 

Spitkovs'liy L61/. 

The information theory of th~ ~ffec.t of a magnetic field is sup

ported by Plekhanov and coauthors /66/, who by roeans of.an analysis and 

calcul_ations conducted by them, determined the intensity value of a. 

magnetic field at which this effect develops. 

The number of adherents to the magnetobiological hypothesis 

·:Jhl.ch explains the effect of a magnetic field as being due to changes 

:,i .:he properties of the water· in the biological system is constantly 

tnct·easing.. Changes in the properties of water under the influence of 

a field have been established in numerous experiments and are being 
videly e~cploited in industry L67, 6fj°. · 
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Changes in the hydration and sorption capacitfos of the whole 
o_!gani!!_m's and surviving.tissues under the infJ,uence of a magnetic field 

/69-71/. and the effect of the influence of m.v.g,rnt ized wuttt~r on the 

growth of plant_! and_reeistsncc of erythrocytlrn to 'uUrnllne hcmoly1-1ls 

are described j_72-7!:!;/. T!le change _in the rate of bismuth mcychloride 

sedimentation in water exposed to the action of _a magnetic field corre

lates with certain indexes of solar activity f.72_7". 

It appears to us that it,would be advisHhle to utilize, i.n some 

of the clinical investigations• a work in which a method making it pos

sible to determine whether water is magnetized is _a1Jtgg2sted /76/. .On 

the basis of the assumption ,of thie quaaiciryatalline 1.1tr,u,:.:tm:e of wa6'?r 

and.the possibility of creating in it, under the influence of a magnetic 

field, domains capable of being conserved for a long time outside of the 

field, the authors attempted to suspend fine ferrite powder in magne• 
tized water where the ferrite would.precipitate in a manner different 
from that in control water. Regretfully, the tests failed to rev Ml any 

' difference between the actions of the experimental and control susp·en-

sions. 

Neuman and others~ differing with Klassen, explain the effoc:t <>f 
a magnetic field on water as being due to d/.!_t;!!rbances in the sy·.stem of 
water bonds. Neprimerov and his coauthors /77/ advanced a hypothesis 
according to which the properties of magnetized water are the result of 
changes :Ln the orientation of hydrogen nuclear spins in a molecule of . 

water (ortho-para crossing). This hypothesis does not. concern itself 
wi.th the structure of the water molecule which _i[l the result of elec

tronic association, but is concerned wit_h the state of the nucleus· 
linked with orientation of the proton spins in individual molecules, 

The e~ergy required for this purpose is hundreds of times smaller than 
that required for disso~iation of the water bonds • 

. Duduladov and Trincher /78/ think that. all that is known concern- . 

ing magnetobiological phenomena Is related to the ferromagnetic proper

ties of intracellular water affected by an external magnetic field. 
The reorientation of dipole moments of aque~us bonds .in the process. of 
regulating a proton network creates a magnetic field of intracellular 
water. Therefore, an external magnetic field may substantially 1."\0dify 
the .. structure of this water. inevitably causing the aqueous dipoles to 

congeal, with the result that the stability pf ·the quas icrystall ine 
structure· .#Jf intracellular water is increased. The authors maintain 

th£it this serves to inhibit metabolism in the cell. 

Hence the thought L7:[i that the change in water structure under 
the influence of a magnatic field may disturb the synchronization of 
the conformationai fluctua, 5.onsof the macromolecules, and that this in 
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its turn changes. the parameters of the fluctuations synchronized in·. 

the macrovolume. 

In this manner, while the number of works strivi.ng to explatn 

the mechanism of a magnetic field's effect on a biological object is 

increasing, today's physicists apparently are interested only in theo

retical and experimental aspects of the subject, dedicating their in

vestigations mainly to the orientational and :l.nfo.cmat ional effects of 

the field, or Us .action on water. 

Biological works which study, so to say, the local effects of a 

magnetic field on any part of the structure or function of ,; highly or

ganized system are well-known. These works do not pretend to ·create an 

all-embracing theory, but unquestionably display a positive interest in 

the subject. 

The study of the effect of a magnetic field on the hemodynamics 

of cardiovascular patients e_stablished. a sl_Qw_pul.se rate and reduced 

quantity of circulating blood. Bilousova LSQ/ is attempting to explain 

these as being due to inhibitions induced by the interaction of an ex

ternal magnetic field with the magnetic field of vortical currents pro

duced in the circulating blood. Calculations, however, indicate that 

the rate of blood circulation in a field with a strength of 2,000 e 

equals 99.9 percent of the rate without the applied current. Thus, 

even a strong magnetic field has practically (according to calculations) 

no apparent effect on the rate of blood circulation. And the fact that 

it is possible to halt blood circulation with the use of magnets was 

already known long ago. Obviouslyp the mechanism which induces this 

,affect requires clarification. 

It would be interesting to provide a biophysical interpretation 

of the curious magnetic sensitivity of i::ertain objects to revealing the 

_presence of subterranean waters, the course of which creates a geomag

netic fi.~l~ anomaly with a gradient of 0.3.:..0.S mass units .per meter. 

Rokard /81/ attempts to explain this effect as being due to nuclear 

magnetic· resonance. If a proton supposedly rotates at a rate of 2,000 

,:·,:,volutions a second, and_ this rate increases by one unit when the mag~ 

r.--~:ie iield is changed, then movement of the blood to the fixed nuclei 

:1rovides a shock', As yet this hypothesis does not merit discussion, 

fo1: a whole se·.d.es of questions and objections develop in this case. 

Authors who ascribe "EPS" inductlon to the ori_<;nE_atl.on mechanism 

or birds under the influence of a geomagnetic field _l.8_Y assume that a 

magnetic Held and light.,•simultaneously acting on the pecten in the 

~ye of \:he bird (an effect the significance of which has not as yet 

;:,•.~E:n clff.L"ified), create condiL.,.:m.s for the development in it of the 
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Kikoin-Noskov photomagnetic effect. Thus,_t!!,ere is ·another hypothesi~ 
concerning navigation by migrating birds /83/. It includes a relativity 

· conception built on the basis of the special theory of relativity .. 

. It is• simpler to explain the orientation of insects, which are 
named living batteries, in.,asmuch as between their cuticle and body pro- • 

• r"> •,•i, • • ,j. e • • !~ • 

teins ~here is a constant differen~e of potentials (from 0.3 to 3 volts). 
The magnetic field created by the circulating currents of thi.s battery 
interact with the geomagnetic field, stimulating for,~es which llpparently 
are received by the insects through mechanoreceptors cap.:1ble of sensing 
directions. 

Experiments revealed LB.2,/that the magnetic dipole in .insects under 
the influence of a constant magnetic field with a minimum Bt.rength of 
0.2 e is distributed along the long axis of the body symetry.. A powder 
obtained.from dried insects is also distributed in particle dipoles along 
the magnetic lines of force in' a constant magnetic field with a strength 
o.f 2,000 e; this provides a basis for the assumption that a mechanism 

·which acts like a compass exists in insects. But this as yet is only a 
hypothesis. 

Our survey indicates that as yet we are far from understanding the 
reasons for those biomagnetic effects which are observed by biologists 
and utilized by physicians, but on the principles of which physicists · 
with their common·sense cannot agree. Was it not. of such case that Sent
D'yerd'i wrote /86/: "The biologist depends on the judgment of physi
cists; at the same tim~, however, he 111USt be prudent, for he may be told· 
that this or other development or phenc;nn~non is inconceivable_?" 
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